Partnership takes aim at distracted driving

The University of Kansas has partnered with a leading voice-command service company on technologies designed to mitigate distracted driving. Beginning this fall, a team of researchers from KU's Center for Design Research will work with California-based Voice Assist to analyze the distracted driving market and the company's voice-command service, which enables drivers to make calls, send or respond to texts and e-mails and post to social networks, all by voice command.
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TODAY'S HEADLINES

New tenant for BTBC Expansion site

Archer Daniels Midland Company, one of the world's largest agricultural processing companies, has established a research center in Lawrence to reinforce its ongoing relationship with KU researchers.
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Meet KU's first IOA director

The new Office of Institutional Opportunity & Access (IOA) at KU has its first director. Jane McQueeny, an attorney who most recently worked for the U.S. Department of Education Office for Civil Rights in Kansas City, has been on campus since late May.

Full Story

TODAY'S EVENTS

PLAY

My Fair Lady by Lerner and Loewe
Thursday, July 19, 2012
7:30 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Crafton-Preyer Theatre, Murphy Hall

View all events

TWITTER

@liedcenters Check out Kansas City's @quixoticfusion video from the TED conference. Mind Blowing! At the Lied Nov. 9.
http://tinyurl.com/74aqmtc
View all tweets

FEATURED MULTIMEDIA
Training for grain elevator rescue

The Kansas Fire & Rescue Training Institute at KU is providing grain engulfment rescue training in communities across Kansas. The daylong course combines classroom instruction with training on a 35-foot trailer that includes a grain bin, grain hopper and equipment to pull a person from a bin.
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